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The mission of the Naqshbandi-Haqqani Sufi Order is to spread the divine teachings 
of the brotherhood of mankind and the Unity of belief in God that is present in all 
religions and spiritual paths. Its efforts are directed at bringing the diverse 
spectrum of religions and spiritual paths into harmony and concord, in recognition 
of mankind's responsibility as caretaker of this fragile planet and of one another.  

NurMuhammad Series is based on the enlightenment that flows from our beloved 
Master, Shaykh Muhammad Nazim Al-Haqqani (pictured left), the 40th inheritor of 
the Naqshbandi Tariqat Order which traces it’s spiritual lineage back through the 
Golden Chain to the Prophet (s). 
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A drop from the Oceans of Mercy 

We begin by seeking protection in our Lord, against the wiles and traps of the accursed devil, as the devil 

is a creature who has dedicated its existence, solely to drag Man into eternal damnation. And we continue 

by reciting the blessed verse, Bismillahir Rahmannir Raheem, in the Name of Allah Almighty, the Most 

Compassionate, the Most Merciful. The Most Merciful has sent, Sayyidina Muhammad (saw), as a Mercy 

to Mankind. We send our love, salams and selawats upon our beloved Prophet (saw), Habeebullah, the 

One loved by His Lord. 

Assalam Alaikum Wa Rahmatullah Wa Barakah, O Readers! 

 

You are not reading this by accident. Nothing in this Universe happens without a reason. Nothing happens without infinite wisdoms hidden within it, 

even if it is a trivial occurrence. Even the creation of a humble leech brings so much benefit to Man. You are reading this, because it has been written 

that you would be guided to this portal. It has been Divinely ordained, since the Day of Promises, long  before you were dispatched to this earthly 

realm, that you would be guided by His hand, to the Door that leads to eternal Bliss. Each one of you took a different journey to get here, ‘for the Ways 

to Allah are more varied that the breaths of Man’, and now you stand at the threshold of self-discovery and self-realization. 

From this point, some of you will tarry for a while here, and eventually you will stop and leave, having tasted nothing of its honey, having drank 

nothing from its intoxicating streams of divine knowledge. To such an unfortunate one, we bid you 

farewell, for there is no compulsion in religion – you shall be buried, with what you have sown. For 

the Archangel Gabriel once said   “Do as you please in this world, O son of Adam, but remember, 
you will be accountable for all that you do. And live as you please in this world, O son of Adam, 
but remember, one day, you will taste Death. And love whom you please in your life, O son of 
Adam, but remember, one day, you will part with your loved one in death.” So dear Seeker, you are 

free to continue or go, as you please. 
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Yet, there will be some, who will dip their toes into the waters of these inviting streams, and then, drawn inexplicably into deeper waters, you 

will fling yourself without fear or restraint, into the raging torrents that you must traverse, as you struggle with your ego and desires, who try to 

dissuade you from embarking on this perilous journey. At long last, when the river meets the Ocean, the waves subside, calmness descends, and 

amidst the serene purring of the merging waters, the drop of water that was once You, is no more, the river too, is no more, there is only the 

wide, limitless Ocean in existence. To such a blessed one, we say, “All praise is due to Allah, who has saved a lost one by His Vast Mercy.” 

Welcome to the Valley of Eternal Tranquility. 

O reader, You must learn about yourself, where you are now and what is your destination. You have but one chance, O Seeker, once you pass 

from this worldly life, you shall never pass this way again. The journey is exhilarating, the destination indescribable, for how can one explain the 

taste of honey, the sensation of a caress or the palpitations of Love? 

O Seeker, you are welcome to draw wisdom from 

the divine realities contained within this series, 

from the enlightenment that flows from of our 

beloved Master, Shaykh Muhammad Nazim Al-

Haqqani Al-Adil Al-Qibrisi, the 40th GrandShaykh of 

the Naqshbandi Tariqat Order. The teachings are 

drawn from a heart engulfed by Love, devoid of 

Self, having surrendered totally to the Irresistable 

One. 

Mawlana does not call you to himself, nor does he 

call you to this Tariqat (Sufi Way). He calls you to 

embark with him, on a journey of taste, on a 

journey of Love. 

Take his hand, taste the Love. Accept his invitation. 
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Chapter 1. From Hellboy to Hu-man 
Heavenly Kingdom - Towards understanding The Muhammadan Realities  

The Most Distinguished Naqshbandi Sufi Way takes its name from one of the renowned Sufi saints in history, Muhammad Baha’uddin Shah 

Naqshband, who said “Our way is association, and goodness is with the gathering.” In the presence of an authorized Sufi Master, 

the hearts of seekers are slowly attuned to the Divine Presence. As much as the seeker can maintain the presence of their Master, whether 

physically or spiritually through meditation, their spiritual teacher can effect a change in the condition of the seeker’s heart. God says “I 

cannot be found in Heaven or on earth, but I can be found in the heart of a person who believes in Me.” So the purpose of a spiritual guide 

is that they are able to change the condition of your heart so that it becomes a source of Divine blessings. 

The heart of every person is like a treasure chest filled with precious jewels. We all have equal 

access to the treasure, but most people do not seek a means to open that chest. Every result 

requires a means – you need a way to achieve that result. Watch any movie about a lost 

treasure, and you will find the treasure hunters seeking something that others have heard 

about but have abandoned hope of finding. It is the same in Sufism. Many people have heard 

of these divine realities, but they don’t seek them out.  

Then the treasure hunters seek out a means to find that treasure, and in every movie they 

find a treasure map to guide them to it. In Sufism, the map is symbolic of the lives of the 

Saints who have already walked the spiritual path and received their spiritual trusts. When we 

read about their lives and study their teachings, we are following a map which is guiding us towards a Heavenly treasure. 

Therefore, the entire spiritual path is focused upon perfecting the light that is contained within the heart, and its foundation is the relationship 

between the student and a perfected spiritual guide who can guide that student to perfection. This is a particularly important point in this era 

of the “self-help” mentality. Seekers take knowledge from the spiritual teacher – A Sufi Shaykh, because Sufism is an organic form of 

psychology. But when they brought this knowledge to the West they took out the concept of a perfected guide and called it “self-help”, and 

our Mawlana Shaykh is teaching us that all of that is a false illusion with no spiritual fruits because it requires the individual to be truthful with 

him/herself, and the reality is that no one is truthful with themselves. 
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Generally, when someone is asked what their character defects are they say “well, I have a bit of a short temper sometimes, but 

other than that I’m a great person.” No one will say, “I am a terrible person filled with bad characteristics” because the ego 

hides our defects so that we won’t work on ourselves. The wisdom of following a spiritual guide is that they have walked the path and purified 

themselves of these defects. They know all of the defects, and they know how to treat those defects. Just like a doctor knows how to diagnose 

and treat a patient, a Sufi Master is able to diagnose and treat negative characteristics that you may not be aware of, but which are preventing 

you from reaching the Divine Presence. 

When we enter Mawlana’s presence for the first time, we are like the character 

from the movie “Hellboy”. 

 

Hellboy was a huge red-coloured demon with two horns that he filed down so as to 

not look so grotesque, and we do exactly the same 

thing! As Hellboy tries to hide his horns, we try to hide 

our bad character from others. We perfume ourselves 

and beautify the outside to mask the fact that our 

inner core is rotten, but in reality, true and lasting 

beauty comes from connecting the soul to its Divine 

source. That is why Saints have a beautiful appearance 

and a beautiful and loving character. They have achieved a station of everlasting 

beauty by purifying their hearts from material desires. 

“By the soul and By the One who gave proportion and order to it, 

And inspired it [with judgment of] what is right and wrong; Truly he 

succeeds who purifies it, and he fails that corrupts it.” (Qur’an 91:7-10) 

When we enter a Sufi order, however, we are not purified. We are filled with anger 

and bad character that is making us to be very fiery, like Hellboy.  
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The goal of the Sufi path is to move from that negativity which is represented by Hellboy, towards the perfected image that the Divine created 

us in, which is represented by the Saints, because they are inheriting from the Reality of the Prophet Adam (as) when God said, 

“We have honored the children of Adam” (Qur’an 17:70). 

What was that honor? We are created in God’s image. 

 

In reality, however, God does not have an image because He has no 

form, only an emanation of a power which is called Hu. That 

emanation is reflecting from the Divine essence of “Hu” to the face 

of Prophet Muhammad (s), and from Prophet (s) to creation, but in 

reality it reflects to the Saints because we have not yet reached that 

nobility of purpose that is our Divine inheritance. Therefore, we 

must seek to follow the guidance of Saints. In following that 

guidance, they will gradually purify us and dress us with a Heavenly 

dress, so that we move from Hellboy towards our Divine Reality.                                                                                                                                                 

And they give food in spite of love for it to the needy, the orphan, 

and the captive, 

 [Saying], "We feed you only for the face of Allah.  

We wish not from you reward or gratitude. (Qur’an  76:8-9) 
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Chapter 2. Secrets of “Huwa Hu” 
 

It means that they will be dressing us from the reality of their holy face, because as God says in the Holy Qur’an 

“Everything (that exists) will perish except His own Face.” (28:88) 

There is a deep secret to this verse that Saints are able to understand through 

their heart, because when that spiritual connection is established by initiating into 

a Sufi Order which spiritually links to Sayyidina Muhammad (s), divine inspirations 

come to the heart and provide insights that normal people would never think of.  

Qur'an explains realities through its own words and gives commands to mankind 

in matters of belief and action. But the meaning of the Qur'an is not limited to this 

level. Rather, behind these same expressions and within these same meanings 

there are deeper and wider levels of concealed Knowledge, which only the 

spiritual elite and Saints who possess pure hearts can comprehend. This is why 

Sayyidna Muhammad (s) said that the Qur'an has an inner meaning, 

and that this inner meaning conceals a yet deeper inner meaning, and 

so on (up to seven levels of meaning) These inner levels of meaning of 

the Qur'an contain hidden treasure of divine knowledge. 

With Him are the keys of the Unseen. None but He knows them. And He knows what is in the land and the sea. Not a leaf falls but with His 

Knowledge, not a grain amid the darkness of the earth, nothing of wet or dry but (it is noted) in the Manifest Book. (al-An‘am, 6.59) 

Ibn Mas‘ud (r) said that the Quran details everything that is destined, knowledges of the first and the last  but we may not be able to see 
everything in it.  
Ibn ‘Abbas (r) the first Interpreter of the Quran, asserts that if he loses even the strap of his camel, he can find it by means of the Quran! 
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The verse above (al-An‘am, 6.59) says that everything, wet or dry, is found in the Qur’an. Yes, everything is found in it, but everyone cannot 

see every thing in it since the things are found at different levels. This is the Reality of the Qur’an the secret of which has been bestowed to 

Sayyidena Muhamamd (s) and saints are inheriting from him according to their levels. Mawlana Shaykh is teaching us that for every letter in 

the Holy Quran there are 12,000 oceans of inner understanding, so there must be a secret in that verse too.  If the Divine is saying that 

“everything will perish except My face”, it is hinting to us that we must be in that image of His Divine Face to survive because 

“everything is Perishing But his face”  

To be in that image means to be in the image of the Prophet Muhammad, because God doesn’t have an image; the 

Creator is outside of creation. God is the essence which is powering creation, but He does not manifest as something 

created.  

Secrets of Numbers  Divine Reality 

This is the secret of the numbers 1 and 2, or to use Roman numerals, I and II.  

The number I is Ahad, meaning “one and only” because there is nothing like the Creator. God has no partner, la sharik 

Allah. Then the number II is a reflection of I, like a mirror ( I + I = II ). It’s like I reflected into I . The II stands for Wahid, 

meaning “unique”.  This represents Prophet (s). He is unique out of all creation because God created Prophet’s Reality out 

of His own Reality. God created  Sayyidna Muhammad out of his own Nur- Light.  

Wahid has the Arabic letter wow و attached to its Ahad واحد =  احد + و .    احد    That wow represents 

Wadud (love), meaning that it is in love with the Ahad, the One and that love for the Divine is the power behind its 

manifestation. 
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The number II is the light of the Prophet (s). It means that the first act of creation was the creation of the light of Sayedena Muhammad (s), 

as evidenced by the phrase la illaha illAllahu Muhammadun Rasulullah. The first part, la illaha illAllah, is a negation: “there is no God 

but God”.  It means that there can only be One source of power. In that negation all that exists is the Creator, there is nothing else. There 

cannot be two creators in that ocean of negation because all that exists is the essence of power and that essence is One. But the Divine also 

says, “I was a hidden treasure wanting to be known”. 

How is the Divine known? It has to manifest, and that manifestation occurs through Muhammadun Rasulullah. So 

from I and the Divine’s Ocean of Oneness, comes a reflection of that Oneness of Divine Reality making II which is now witnessing that 

Oneness . It means that the Divine is known through the creation of the light of Sayyidena Muhammad (s). 

That is why Prophet (s) said to Sayedena Ali [as], “Verily, before your Lord 

made any other thing, He created from His own Light the light of your 

Prophet (s), and that Light rested where God willed it to rest. And at that 

time there existed aught else-not the Preserved Tablets, not the Pen, not 

Heaven nor Hell, not the Angelic Host, not the heavens nor the earth; there 

was no sun, no moon, no star, no jinn nor man nor angel – none was as yet 

creation, only this Light.” 

So there are two distinct oceans we are speaking about  : The ocean of God’s 

essence, which is la illaha illAllah, and the ocean of manifestation known as Nur 

Muhammad or the “Muhammadan Reality”.  

When we speak of the light of Sayyedena Muhammad we are speaking about all of the 

Prophets because each Prophet was carrying that light until the physical arrival of Prophet (s). 

So all Prophets are represented by the number II, which is the Prophetic reality.  
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Jabir ibn Abdullah asked the Prophet:  Ya RasulAllah! My 

parents be sacrificed for you, what thing did Allah create first? 

He said: Oh Jabir! Indeed, before He created anything, Allah 

created the nur of your Prophet from His own nur. And then 

when Allah desired creating the creation He divided the light 

into four parts and and from one part He created the Divine 

Pen, with the second the Loh Mahfuz (Preserved Tablet) and 

the Divine Throne with the third and he divided the fourth into 

another four parts…’ The lengthy hadith continues to 

reveal that the angels were created out of the Prophet’s 

light – Nur and so was everything else. 

Prophet Muhammad (s) was created from God’s 

essence, and we are created from the light of Prophet 

(s), we are all drops from the ocean of Prophet’s (s) light.   

So the Divine is saying “I have created you in My image”, which is the image of the Holy Face, but due to the 

circumstances of our existence in this material world, we are pulled towards evilness and bad desires which sicken the 

physicality and damage the soul, so that our image begins to reflect the excessive materialism of this world, rather than 

the Heavenly image of our Divine origin. Spiritually, we have assumed the appearance and characteristics of Hellboy. That is 

why we must seek out true inheritors of the Prophetic way; those who have left the material world and material desires behind, and who only 

seek the Holy Face of the Divine, the Saints. 

“And keep yourself content with those who call on their Lord, making dhikr in the morning and the evening, 

seeking His face, and let not your eyes pass beyond them, desiring adornments of the worldly life, and do 

not obey one whose heart We have made heedless of Our Dhikr and who follows his desire and whose affair 

is ever [in] neglect.” (18:28) 
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The Prophetic way is based upon the Prophetic sunnah, which refers to the actions, practices and manners of the Prophets of God. All of the Prophets had 

strikingly similar sunnahs/ways. For example, all of the Prophets had a beard and wore a turban, and most of them carried a walking stick. Furthermore, 

none of the Prophets wore expensive clothes that were symbolic of worldliness. They were ascetics who saw through the illusion of this world and wanted 

nothing to do with it, and they reflected this state-of-being by wearing loose fitting garments which placed no emphasis on physical beauty or sexual 

attraction. So when you turn on the TV and you see someone with a Versace suit and a gold watch, you must know that he is not representing the character 

of Prophet Jesus, who cast-out the money lenders and who was so humble that he washed the feet of common people. And many of the companions of 

Prophet Muhammad (s) described him as the gentlest, the most tolerant and the most merciful of human beings. God Himself called him “Kindest and 

Most Merciful” (9:128). He never kept one dinar or dirham in his house, always making sure that everything he had was given to the poor. So when you 

see someone abusing women or blowing themselves up and killing innocent people (may God forgive us) that person is not representing the character of 

Sayedena Muhammad (s)! 

 “O ye who believe! Fear God and be with those who are true (in word and deed).” 

(9:119) 

We are living in a world that is filled with falsehood. That falsehood exists in each of us, but the Saints 

of God are truthful servants of their Lord – there is no falsehood in them, nor is there any deficiency 

in their worship or their character. They have been purified and perfected in the light of Prophet (s), 

which means that they follow every Prophetic Sunnah so that when you look at them you are seeing 

a perfected reflection of the image of Sayedena Muhammad. They dress like him, they talk like him, 

they act like him, and when you are around them you begin to feel a tremendous love developing in 

your heart for them because they have been authorized to carry the light of Sayedena Prophet (s). 

Through them you are able to complete your faith.  

When we say “I bear witness that there is no God but God, and I bear witness that Muhammad is 

the Messenger of God”, it means that you must witness because you are saying that you witness 

Sayedena Muhammad. Is anyone witnessing him? No. We cannot see him, so that means that we are 

not even fulfilling the first requirement of the Sufi way. But for sure the Saints can see him, and 

through them you are developing a tremendous love for Sayedena Muhammad (s) and all of the 

Prophets, because you are witnessing someone who has been authorized to carry that Prophetic 

light.  
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That is why God says, “Obey God, obey the Prophet (s) and obey those charged with authority over you.” (4:59) 

Seek out those spiritual teachers who have been given authority 

from Prophet (s). Seek out those who have reached the station of 

annihilation [fana] in the Divine Presence. Those who have reached 

annihilation will no longer possess the appearance and manners of 

an ordinary person. Instead, they will possess the perfected 

reflection of the Prophetic reality. This is “Sufi 101” - the reality of Hu 

wa Hu; the Hu which is the emanation of the power ocean of la illaha 

ill Allah and is reflecting to the Holy Face of Sayedena Muhammad, 

Muhammadun Rasulullah. From Muhammadun Rasulullah that light is 

reflecting to the heart of the 124,000 living Saints, and the Saints 

reflect that light towards their followers. 

At that level of understanding, you begin to see the deep truths contained in 

movies like Lord of the Rings, Matrix, even Hellboy! Because the Divine doesn’t leave anyone out; everyone must hear the message. If we are 

not going to hear the message in church or in a religious gathering, the Divine is going to reach us through something that we enjoy, like the 

story of Moses and the burning bush. Moses was seeking his Lord and he was cold, so God showed himself as a burning bush. Of course, God is 

not a burning bush, but it is something that we can understand and, more importantly, it made Moses (as) to approach because he was in 

need of warmth. It is the same with modern technology and movies. So when you watch a movie like Matrix, you see that in reality there is 

only two characters, Neo and the Agent, and they clone themselves. It means that we all approach looking like clones of Hellboy, and that 

frequency of light is very negative, but as the Saints begin to clean us and purify us, they pull from the secret of the ocean of: 

“Rabbananaaa ‘atmim lanaa Nuuranaa wag-fir lanaa: innaka ‘alla kulli shay-‘in Qadiir.” “Our Lord! Perfect our light for us and grant 

us Forgiveness, for thou hast power over all things.” (66:8) 

 Under the manifestations of that verse, Saints are able to perfect our light so that we begin to walk in the Kingdom of Heaven. It means that 

we will all be matching our real image in Paradise, like a mirror.  
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At that time we will be dressed with the inner meaning of the Quranic verse: 

“To whom belongs the Kingdom on this day? To God, the One, the Irresistible” (40:16) 

According to the teachings of the famous gnostic, Shaykh Ubayd Allah al-Ahrar, who is also our 20th Grandshaykh of the 

Naqshandi Sufi Order, this verse requires us to understand that the “kingdom referred to is the heart of the seeker. If 

God looks at the heart of the seeker with the light of His vision, then He erases the existence of everything except God 

in his heart...In that state the heart is speaking, the heart from which God has erased everything but Himself.” 

God says “I cannot be found on Heavens or earth, but I can be found in the heart of the believer.” However, before we 

can open the heart, the crown of creation must be in submission. The example of a messenger is in the crown, the head. It 

means we must ask Mawlana Shaykh to take us towards the reality of Hu wa Hu and show us how to perfect the 7 

openings of the Holy Face, so that we begin to reflect the face of God and the face of the Prophets. 

 
Chapter 3. Seven Openings of the Holy Face 

“Everything (that exists) will perish except His own Face.” (28:88) 

 

So when we first come to a spiritual path we are like Hellboy, filled with bad characteristics and desires, especially anger. That anger 

made Hellboy to have a red color, very fiery, and like a volcano he could explode at any time. Anger is a very bad character trait 

because it destroys faith. Those who have attained real faith never get angry. Why? Because they understand in their heart that 

God is the Originator of all events. But most people are filled with anger, and that anger symbolizes that we are struggling with our 

faith in the Divine.  
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So when the student enters the doors of a Sufi order, the first thing the Master does is to spark the light of 

faith in his or her heart. When that light has been sparked, the student can now begin to move towards 

understanding and opening the levels of the heart, which are 5 levels. These 5 levels of the heart are 

representing 5 big Prophets of the Divine: Adam, Noah, Abraham, Jesus (peace and blessings be upon 

them all) and Sayedena Muhammad (s). 

We are trying to align our reality with the Divine Reality, and align our will with 

God’s will. The more that we are able to align ourselves with that reality, the 

more we can receive that Heavenly light which frees the soul from its 

imprisonment in the physical body. The body is a horse which allows the soul to 

experience, but for most of us it is a wild horse which needs to be tamed. In the 

first stages of spiritual development, that horse is partnered with the ego and is 

battling hard against the soul. While the soul is desiring spiritual nourishment 

and to attend spiritual gatherings, the ego is making the body to go to pubs in 

Las Vegas and engage in activities that are of no lasting benefit to the soul. 

 So the first step is to start attending spiritual gatherings; to sit, to meditate and contemplate and feel the 

energy of the spiritual association, but that takes a tremendous amount of willpower because the ego is 

going to fight you every step of the way. It doesn’t want to go to those associations. That is the reason for 

the concept of the “body, mind and soul” meditation that a lot of holistic movements talk about. However, 

many of them use the formula, “mind, body and soul” where they first go after the mind. 

Sufism takes a different approach. It seeks to first go after the body and discipline the body, because we 

understand that if this physicality doesn’t submit and go onto a spiritual path, then how is it going to 

benefit the mind and the soul? So then the reality is that if you just take your mind into meditation, but 

your body is free to do whatever it likes, then that is just a level of illusion, where we’re meditating only 

through the mind and the mind can go in any direction, but has no restriction on the physicality, so then you see many of them can meditate 

and do anything with their bodies. 
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Sufism comes to teach us energy and a holistic way, 

that if you discipline the physicality and place some 

restrictions on the physicality– bring down the power 

of the ego, and all of these sexual desires – instead of 

being a wild horse, your body becomes a tamed horse 

that you can use to take you to the Divine Presence.  

That is one understanding of the story of when Prophet (s) rode 

the Buraq, which was a Heavenly horse, on a journey through the 

seven Heavens and came within “two bow lengths or nearer to 

the Divine” (53:9). He used the Buraq to go to the Divine 

Presence. Your body is your buraq, but first it needs to be tamed. 

Anyone who has watched how they tame wild horses, you know 

that a wild horse is not going to easily be ridden. It is not going to 

allow the rider onto a wild horse because it’s not used to letting 

anything ride it. So then the concept of breaking in the horse 

which is the wild ego that has never been told and never been 

disciplined, means they take these bags on the saddle, fill them 

with bricks and put this weight onto that wild horse, which makes 

the horse to buck and kick because it is extremely upset at that 

concept of being weighed down when it was once free to roam as it liked. 

It means that the horse has to be weighed down, and these disciplines are teaching us that I have to weigh down the physicality, that I have to 

contemplate on how much to eat and how much to drink and how much to play and how much to give to this physicality. When I start to put 

these weights onto the physicality and restrict the physicality it starts to become more tamed and the mind becomes clearer. Sexual desires 

are no longer controlling the mind, and it is now able to think clearly and understand these realities. 

Then after the horse has been tamed, the mind is able to gain greater insight into the secrets behind our physical creation and what this body 

really is, because the reality is that we are not created for the purpose of endless physical pleasures.  
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Sayyidna Muhammad (s) said “Who knows himself will know his Lord”.  The reality behind this hadith is the framework for the entire 

path of Sufism, where God says “We have honoured the children of Adam.” (17:70). Therefore, all of this knowledge is at the first 

level of the heart, which is the Qalb, under the authority of the Prophet Adam (as), because the Prophet Adam (as) is teaching us about 

ourselves – who we are and why we were created.   

The nobility of our creation is that we have access to heavenly knowledge, and the first step in unlocking that knowledge is to understand our 

physical creation and what it means to be created in the image of the Divine. It means that we must understand the reality of the holy face, 

and perfect the 7 openings of the face because it is the crown of our creation; it symbolizes that nobility. And the Divine said, “I have created 

you in my image”, which means that our face is a reflection of the holy face: 

 “Everything is perishing But His Face.” (28:88) 

Therefore, the face and the 7 openings of the face, which are the 2 ears, 2 eyes, 2 

nostrils and 1 tongue, must be perfected to begin the opening of the heart and the 

greater perfection of the self. That greater perfection opens the reality of the holy 

face because all of our 5 senses have a Physical and a Spiritual reality. It means that 

we can hear, see, smell, taste and touch from the level of the soul, and that is an 

eternal gift from the Divine, as mentioned in the Hadith Qudsi: 

'I have declared war against anyone who shows enmity towards my Saints. 

My servant continues to draw near to Me with supererogatory works  (doing 

extra deeds besides what is obligatory) so that I shall love him. When I love 

him I am his hearing with which he hears, his seeing with which he sees, 

his hand with which he strikes and his foot with which he walks. Were he to 

ask [something] of Me, I would surely give it to him.’ 

That is why the Saints don’t pray for Paradise, and don’t fear Hell, but ask only to see the holy face. And because of 
this God tells us to find these Saints and stay in their company: 

“And keep yourself content with those who call on their Lord in the morning and the evening, seeking His 
face, and let not your eyes pass beyond them, seeking the pomp and glitter of this life.” (18:28) 
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Chapter 4. Two Ears: Doorway to the Soul 

 

So when we want to open the heart, the first thing we must do is unlock the crown of creation, which is the head. The first level of the heart, 

the Qalb, under the authority of the Prophet Adam (as), is showing us that there is a nobility in this creation and that I have been created by 

the two hands of the Divine. It means that our heart is connected to the Prophetic heart, which reaches to the Divine Presence. The nobility in 

our creation is that we have access to Heavenly knowledge. The angel in charge of this station is Gabriel, because he is in charge of conveying 

that knowledge.  

The first step in trying to unlock that knowledge is “do you hear the message?” 

samina wa attana “we heard and we obeyed” (2:285). 

The highest level of submission is the perfection of hearing. That is what makes a Messenger to be a messenger – their ears are entirely for the 

Divine. Their faculty of hearing is in complete submission waiting for the Divine order. It means that you have to open the two ears and the 

power of the two ears because the ears are the door to the soul. As you begin to open the heart to the Divine Presence, the Divine is showing 

you that your ears are going to be the door to your soul. What you hear is going to affect your soul; if what you hear is good it’s going to 

nourish your soul; if what you hear is bad its going to crush the soul. So the secret to open the soul is going to be found in what we hear and 

what we do with the ears. In the washing of the ears and the fasting of the ears is a tremendous Prophetic secret. You wash the ears to wash 

away negative energy, and you fast with the ears to abstain from negative sounds because those sounds will negatively impact your heart. 

Then, are you hearing the message? Are you seeking Heavenly knowledge?  That Heavenly knowledge is going to nourish your soul. It is as if 

the angel Gabriel is going to establish like an agency office in your heart; he’s going to establish his light in your heart. Why? Because then he 

can send knowledge from his Heavenly station to your physical station. He’s going to start sending inspiration (revelation). As soon as you 

clean this body, and say “I’m going to develop this temple, this Heavenly being”, Gabriel starts to send his light and like grafting, his 

light starts to nourish your light. Then they stand back and watch you to see what you do with what you have been given, because everything 

in this way is based on trust.  Can you be trusted with this knowledge and powers to do the right thing and serve creation? 
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As that light increases in you then you feel that inspiration becoming very strong because that presence is now very powerful in your heart and 

he is able to instantaneously bring information in and dispense that light throughout the kingdom of your soul. Then we realize that there is a 

tremendous importance in my ears. What I hear is going to affect me, so when I’m breathing and meditating and contemplating the ears must 

hear the message.  

Then, the next and the more difficult station is the Station of Obedience. Even the Prophets struggled in their obedience to the Divine, so we 

have to know that this is going to be a major battle ground. To obey something other than ourselves comes against the selfishness of the ego, 

and the ego is very upset by this because it means that you are saying “O my ego! Your opinion is useless to me.” That is why very few 

people are able to seek out spiritual guidance and follow that guidance. It requires a certain level of humility and submission to the Divine. 

That submission is the ultimate goal of the Sufi path; that I understood that I must give my will back to God. That free will was the test for me, 

and the greatest act of love and the greatest gift I can give is to offer it back, as Jesus taught us in the Lord’s Prayer, “Thy will be done on earth 

as it is in Heaven.” 

Then that opens the reality of the verse: 

“Obey God, obey the Prophet and obey those charged with authority over you.” (4:59) 

To obey God is impossible. If we were in obedience to God we wouldn’t sin and we wouldn’t do anything wrong. God knows that to obey Him 

is extremely difficult, which is why He gives three levels of obedience. The second level is to obey the Prophet (s), but since Prophet (s) is not 

physically with us we must obey those charged with authority over us – those who are carrying that Prophetic authority. That verse is referring 

to the Saints of God, who are inheriting from the authority of Sayedena Muhammad (s). They will train us on obedience and in doing so they 

will test us to show how much we are still servants of our ego. The ego is like Pharaoh, saying “I am the Lord Most High!” 

The ego makes it almost impossible to obey anyone because it sees itself as Lord over you. That is why Mawlana points out that when we say 

“who knows themselves will know their Lord” we must recognize which Lord we are speaking about, because there are degrees of Lordship. 

The term “Lord” implies authority and obedience to that authority, and the Saints are inspiring us towards the realization that the sexual 

desires of our ego are the first Lords over all of us – not God. It means that we are only obedient to our ego.  

That is why God asks in the Holy Qur’an: 

“Do you see such a one as takes his own passion as his god?” (25:43)  
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“Then do you see such a person who takes as his god his own vain desire? God has, knowing (him as such), left him astray, and sealed 

his hearing and his heart and put a veil over his eyes.” (45:23) 

When we follow our physical desires instead of God’s will we empower the ego and give it Lordship over us, and that blocks the spiritual 

connection with the Divine Presence. The heart is like a satellite dish that is trying to establish a connection with the Heavenly Reality, but the 

ego is like a cloud which disrupts the transmission. That is why in the verse on the last page God uses the phrase “sealed his hearing” rather 

than “sealed his ears”, because we are trying to open the spiritual faculty of hearing from the face of the Divine, but so long as we are 

following the ego that reality cannot appear in us. 

So the job of a spiritual guide is to train us and to guide us towards that obedience. It means that they will give advice and then watch to see 

how much you are able to follow. Most of us, especially at the beginning, will struggle to follow even the simplest advice from Mawlana 

Shaykh, and that shows us the true nature of the spiritual battle that is taking place within us. From Mawlana’s teachings and Grandshaykh’s 

teachings, they say that we should put three nails in our head. These three nails are fundamental to progressing within the Naqshbandi Order.  

The first nail is that if the teacher gives you a broken shovel and asks you to dig, you dig. The second nail is that if the 

teacher hands you a bucket and tells you to empty the ocean, you start trying to empty the ocean. The third nail is that if 

the teacher tells you that your sustenance is in the west and you are in the east, you start walking towards the west. 

These examples are trying to emphasize the importance of the faculty of hearing: samina wa attana (we heard and we obeyed). Hear the 

advice and obey it. Don’t try to use your mind. It is not the mind that is their focus, but the heart, so you must know that their advice is unlikely 

to make sense to your mind, but still you must try and obey.  

We are speaking only on advice that is within the Divine Law and is not harmful, we are not talking about something crazy. A Shaykh won’t 

ever order anything that maybe harmful for the disciple. So when the teacher tells you to empty the ocean with a bucket, the first thing that 

goes through your mind is “this is impossible.” Why is it impossible?! If you have faith in your teacher and in God, then it is not impossible, 

but faith does not come from the mind, it emanates from the heart of the believer. All that the teacher wants to see is whether we will 

listen and obey, listen and obey, and struggle in that obedience until Divine support comes. Then you see just how important these two 

ears are in enabling you to walk the spiritual path, and glory be to God, the Divine shows us physically this spiritual reality because when 

someone gets vertigo what happens? There is a problem with the inner ear, and suddenly you have trouble walking or even 

standing. The Divine is showing you that the quality of your hearing is going to determine your ability to walk this path. 
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Chapter 4. The Two Eyes are window to the soul 

Then we move on to the importance of the two eyes, which are the window to the soul. Once 

you’ve heard that call of the Divine, then the next step in perfecting the face is are these eyes 

interested the material world, or are they interested in the Divine Presence? The eyes of the 

Prophets were always closed to the material world. It means that they had no interest in it; they 

were not distracted by material concerns because their heart was only for the Divine and they 

understood that what their physical eyes saw was not the truth. The material world is built on 

falsehood, that is why you turn on the tv and one day their telling you it’s black, the next day 

telling you it’s white. So the truth of this material world is that it’s like a big magic act - everything 

in it is an illusion and you will be lost by the magician. That is why Sayedena Isa, Jesus Christ 

described that in this world it is the blind leading the blind – people are not seeing with the 

spiritual vision that God has granted to them which 

has the capability to see beyond Time and Space, 

they are only seeing with their physical eyes. 

Perfect example are the movies “Inception” and “Matrix”. What we see and experience is not 

the reality. When Neo reaches a certain station he begins to see the world of the Matrix in binary 

code – he sees the reality of the world through his spiritual vision. The Divine says that we are 

veiled from the truth so that we cannot see it. 

“They have hearts wherewith they understand not, eyes wherewith they 

see not, and ears wherewith they hear not. They are like cattle – nay 

more misguided: for they are heedless (of warning)” (7:179) 

What is vision? These two pieces of flesh are connected to the brain, which is like a computer screen. If you are looking at a bird, for 

example, photons of light from that bird are transmitted to the retina in the eye, which then sends an electrical signal to the brain. The brain, 

already having the image of a bird in its “files”, recognizes the pattern and immediately an image of a bird pops-up on the screen. However, if 

the brain is not familiar with something, one can easily fail to see things that are right in front of them.  
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There is a famous story that when European ships appeared off the Atlantic coast of North America for the first time, the Native Americans did 

not notice them for many days or weeks because they had never seen ships like them before. The brain had no frame of reference to draw a 

picture from, and so the conscious mind was completely unaware, or “in the dark”. 

The Divine is showing us that “don’t place too much emphasis on what you see with these eyes. Try to open the vision of 

your heart instead”.   

This world is dirty and deceptive, and that dirtiness contaminates the heart. God shows us through technology because 

the heart is like a hard drive, and our eyes are like a digital camera that constantly capturing images all day long. If you 

allow your mind’s computer to capture negative images such as violence, porn, horror and other vulgar images you are 

going to crash the hard drive. Those images are saved – once we’ve downloaded them it is very difficult to forget them. 

Then you have to format the hard drive with zikr and meditation. 

So when we want to perfect the eyes and open the spiritual vision of the heart we must close the eyes to this world and spend more 

time in meditation and contemplation. This is the reason that one of the main principles of the Naqshbandi Order is to watch your steps. It 

means that the seeker should keep their eyes on their feet because the images of the material world veil the heart. 

 
Chapter 5. Nostrils: Unlocking the Divine Breath 

 

Lungs are The Tree of Life, Then, we must become conscious of the breath because every breath is a pocket of life. So are you breathing in 

remembrance of the Divine? And Mawlana Shaykh is teaching that the Naqshbandi way is built on the breath. That breath is our gift of life, and 

when put in that context you realize that everything else in life is irrelevant if you can’t take a breath: your money, your spouse, your children, 

your house, your cars, all of it means nothing if you have no breath. So then go and look at children who are suffering with asthma and every 

breath they take it is as if they’re dying, and that fear of suffocating is an absolutely horrible feeling. It means the breath is the single most 

important mercy from God. That is why we call it the Nafas al Rahma “breath of the Most Merciful.” Why? Because we are asking so 
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many things in this world; each person upset with God because they didn’t get what they want, but we have to want what we have before we 

ask for other things.  

And the biggest and the greatest gift we have is the gift of life. If God at some time becomes upset with us, in 

one instant He can make that breath become very difficult to get, and instead of arguing and complaining about 

all the things we want we find ourselves just trying to take a single breath without difficulty. God forbid that 

happen to anyone! May He forgive us and keep such difficulties away from us! 

So that is the breath of the Most Merciful. “O! My Lord! I am praising You and thanking You for this 

breath!” It means that we begin to breathe consciously with remembrance. So the Sufi Shaykhs are teaching 

that if we are thankful for that mercy, every other 

mercy opens because we appreciated the gift of life. 

Then that answers many questions for us. 

 
We don’t put all these things into the body that are going to contaminate 
that breath, that are going to poison that breath, that are going to put 
difficulty onto that breath. We are actually trying to purify the breath, not 
throw all sorts of pollutants into the breath. We are trying to purify that 
breath with remembrance, closing our eyes in meditation and breathing 
in with the zikr of “Huuuuu” from the Divine Essence, and breathing out 
with “Huuuu.” So it means that the Prophets are showing us the importance 
of the ears, the eyes, and then the most important - the breath. When the 
ears are submitting, the eyes are submitting and the breath is submitting, 
then we begin to open the power of the tongue, which is what makes a 
Messenger to be a Messenger for the Divine. It means the opening of the 
“tongue of truth”. That tongue of truth is flowing from Sayedena 
Muhammad (s) to the Saints because the Saints speak the truth. At that 
time, when the holy face is in submission, then the Divine can work through 

that Servant. 
Lungs - Tree of Life 
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Chapter 6. Secrets of the Divine Star 

Once we have perfected the crown of our creation and the 7 openings of the face, we can begin to spark the light of the Divine within the heart, because 

God says “I cannot be found on heavens or on earth, but I can be found in the heart of My believing servant.” Sparking that light and building that light 

within the heart becomes the journey towards what we call an “enlightened being”. In Sufism, we call this the Shaykh al-Kamel, or the “Perfected Guide”, 

one who reflects the Prophetic Sunnah in all outer and inner aspects. The best examples of whom are  our Mawlana Shaykh Nazim, his khalifas [official 

representatives] Shaykh Adnan and Shaykh Hisham. And what symbolizes light and guidance is the star. It means we must unlock the secret of the Star of 

David [as], Son of Soleman [as] 

"It is from Solomon, and is (as follows): 'In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful” (Quran 27:30) 

Like the Bismillah and Amen, that Star of David is not something that only 

belongs to one particular religion. It is a Prophetic teaching and a gift from 

the Divine which can unlock the power of the Heavenly Kingdom. 

Prophet (s) said “follow any of my companions, for they are like stars on a dark 

night.” Stars are guidance, so are Saints. All Prophets came and taught law for the 

general public, and taught spiritual realities for the very few elite who were willing 

to take a spiritual path and to seek divine knowledge. The process of 

enlightenment is to become a star. It means that once you become enlightened 

you are filled with light, and when you are filled with light you are a star. You will 

guide in this world in your physicality, because that light is glowing from you, and 

you’ll guide in the hereafter because you are a star in the Heavens. 

We take guidance for granted now-a-days but before, when people were sailing 

on ships, they relied completely on the Heavens. They had to look at the sky to determine where they were because there was no GPS, there 

was no Google Map quest. So the Divine is showing you that anyone seeking enlightenment is seeking to become a shining star. It means 

that the Divine is teaching us, “if you can unleash these secrets and bring these disciplines upon yourself, entire universes 

are going to open for you!” You will understand the secrets of creation. You will understand the secrets of light.” 
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When we say someone is enlightened, what does that mean? A thousand years ago, if someone came to you and said “it’s time to 

become enlightened,” you would say, “what are you talking about, enlightened?!” But now it doesn’t even require faith because science is 

telling you that from this form you have a molecular structure; from molecular structure 

you have atomic structure; from atomic structure you have sub-atomic structure, and 

below all of that you have quantum – light. Quantum physics! It means that we have now 

reached a point that, ok, faith or no faith it is all going to be laid out for you. Everything has 

to do with light. Everything around you is created from light. (Knocking on the floor) This 

has a form. Its molecular structure has atoms, but when you go to the level of quantum it’s 

just light, it’s energy. 

Science is showing you that everything has to do with light. So when you are “enlightened”, 

it means you understand everything, because everything has a knowledge. You may open 

just one level of light which is the energy level. Then you may go deeper in the 

understanding of light which is the angelic level of understanding, where the angels teach 

you the reality of each atom of light, and how that light is hearing, seeing, smelling and 

tasting. It means that every atom in this room hears, sees, smells, tastes – everything! So 

the pursuit of spiritual realities is the pursuit of light; to enlighten oneself to become light, and that is what Saints had achieved – a station of 

light. That was Einstein’s theory; that if you become light then time stopped for you. E= Mc2 Why? Because time is only relevant to our 

physical body that is on this earth, but enlightened individuals are not bound by time anymore. Their soul moves at the speed of light, and that 

is the importance of what quantum physics is now coming to teach all of mankind and the secret power of which will be granted to all 

mum’ineen at the time of Imam Mahdi (as). 

So to unlock the secrets of light, the secrets of our soul, we must move towards the star and the station of self-realization. 

That star is made up of two triangles: one triangle that points up towards the Heavens, and one triangle that points towards the 

earth.  

The bottom triangle which points towards the earth represents our earthly or animalistic nature. The three points on this bottom triangle are: 

1) Anger 2) Ignorance and 3) Fire. So when we come towards a spiritual path we are engulfed by that lower triangle; means that we are like 

Hellboy, and we are seeking that upper triangle which provides the remedy for the negativity that is within us and which seeks to destroy us. 
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The three points on the upper triangle are: 1) Religion 2) Faith and 3) Moral Excellence. So another understanding of                                 

“Hu knows themselves will know their Lord” means that we must know the reality of the Star of David [as] , the Prophetic Star, because the 

star symbolizes our journey towards the Divine Presence. 

So when we first come we are in the station of the lower triangle, which is the lower desires and negative energy. That energy by its nature is 

fiery, and like a wild forest fire it is still not under control. That energy is moving up, and its first influence on the physicality is to keep that 

physicality ignorant. These two points, ignorance and anger, when we 

focus on it, it opens many different understandings on how everything is 

related, and how Sufism opens up the understanding of our physiology - 

“Hu knows himself will know his Lord”. So the first level of knowing is 

what is this vehicle that I’ve been given? Because this is not your reality; 

this is a car that you were given for this material world – your body, your 

form. That is not who you really are because your soul is ancient, but 

you have to know how does this car operate? How does it function? How 

do I put fuel in it? How do I drive it so that it doesn’t drive me? 

So this fiery energy from the material world, its first influence is to keep 

you ignorant – ignorant of everything! So that is why the first point on 

the bottom triangle is “ignorance”. That negative energy is trying to 

whisper to your heart, “Don’t learn about yourself and why you were 

created. Don’t learn how to perfect yourself. Don’t learn about how to 

meditate and deal with stress.” In other words, don’t get any 

understanding of how to safely and effectively operate this vehicle that 

the Divine has given you. That negativity that is active in the world wants 

to keep you ignorant because if it can keep you ignorant you will become 

heedless. And when you look around, people are more ignorant than at 

any other time in our history. There is so much information available to 

us today, but that information is extremely superficial; coming at you left 

and right, but there is no wisdom in it. 
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Then, the next point on the triangle is “anger”. When that negativity can keep us in a state of ignorance we become very angry. Why? Because 

you don’t understand what is happening in this world. You feel like you’re in the dark and bumping into everything, and then your react from 

anger instead of wisdom and faith.  As that anger increases it makes us to be very fiery because in that state you are burning with the lower 

desires of the ego. 

So the bottom point of the lower triangle is “fire”, and if we place it over 

the body it is pointing to the area of the genitals. In that region these 

characteristics of ignorance and anger come together to make us to be fiery, and that 

becomes the widespread violence and pornography that we are seeing everywhere. 

Mawlana Shaykh says that the average value of life in many countries is about 30 cents, 

which is the cost of a bullet – and they even recycle the bullets now! All over the world 

people are being slaughtered, and women and children are being horribly abused. That 

is a sign for us that this is a very ignorant time, and when you are ignorant you’re going 

to be very angry, and when you’re angry you’re going to be fiery and violent. In this 

state of being we are like Hellboy, coming from a world filled with Shayateen, or 

demonic and evil influences that are pulling us towards negativity. 

Then Sufism, which is the path of gnosticism and knowing the self, comes to teach us how to 

reverse this process by empowering the soul with Heavenly knowledge. It takes us from the 

station of “Hellboy” to a true Hu-man, by dressing our soul with the reflection of Hu that is 

reflecting through Mawlana Shaykh. It means that as the negative energy of the material 

world is moving up the physicality, there has to be a balance and a solution to that difficulty 

– because the Divine is Just. That balance is the top triangle which represents the Heavenly 

Energy that is raining down on the physicality from Heavens (although there is no up or 

down direction). Then these two energies meet at the stomach and the clash begins - like Yin and Yang. That is why Sayedena Muhammad (s) was 

teaching that the root of all sickness is in the stomach. 

So the first point of the upper triangle is “religion”, and for a start it can be any religion that you are comfortable with, but there must 

be a set of rules which discipline myself, my family and my community; rules which teach me that I’m not supposed to cheat, that I’m not 

supposed to steal, and that I’m not supposed to hurt anyone. 
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Those rules must be a Divine set of laws or they will keep changing based upon people’s desires, and then the result is that if I’m a person that 

likes to slap people, I’ll make up a religion where I’m allowed to go around and slap people. 

So it has to be a Divine set of rules which clearly explain what is right and wrong and don’t keep 

changing. Then I know that if something is wrong, even if 9 out of 10 people in the room are doing 

it, it’s still wrong.But if we are constantly modifying the part we call religion, then we find 

ourselves moving in all sorts of different directions and we become distracted. So then the first 

Heavenly emanation that comes is teaching us to use a set of Divine rules – whatever they are – to 

govern my physical life. That I’m allowed to do this, and I’m not allowed to do that. These 

restrictions tame the physicality so that the soul becomes more powerful over the body.  

You can see that “religion” is opposite “ignorance” on the diagram. As we start to 

govern our physical life according to Divine guidance, we begin combating our state of ignorance 

because religion brings wisdom to the heart, which is the opposite of ignorance. That’s why it’s 

like a manual for how to perfect yourself. When you read any of these ancient texts, it’s like telling 

you about yourself, and all of these Prophets and spiritual masters, they describe what they went 

through to reach that reality. So it conquers ignorance; every book of wisdom that you read, 

regardless of who wrote it. It means that there has to be an ability to extract wisdom from 

anything you read, and then it gives you an insight like “ah! I was ignorant about that.” And then 

that writer is writing and showing us how to conquer ignorance when we study about ourselves 

and how to discipline ourselves, our families and our communities. 

Then, as a result of that struggle against ignorance, it builds faith, which is the next point on the top triangle. Faith is not something physical. 

Faith has to do with the soul now. Once you have applied the physical disciplines that I can’t harm myself, I can’t harm my neighbours, I can’t 

harm anybody, now the power of the soul is growing because the soul starts to agree with these disciplines and guidelines. The soul is like a 

bird in a cage. If the physicality is empowered, it makes it like a solid cage and that bird is trapped inside. As the physicality diminishes in its 

power and has more discipline, that soul begins to move out of the cage. The bars become narrow and there is more space in between so that 

the bird can come and go as it pleases, and the soul starts to gain greater influence over the body. As the soul starts to gain control, it begins to 

inspire and increase your level of faith. So that becomes the station of faith because the soul believes in the Divine and respects the law and 

order of the Divine. It believes in Holy Books – all Holy Books. It believes in the Day of Judgement and that one day we are will be responsible 
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for our actions. It believes in angels and spiritual beings, because as you become more spiritually subtle, the soul begins to teach that there has 

to be many more types of creation than what we see with our physical eyes. 

So faith comes and inspires us that the space you are in is filled with beings that you can’t see. You may look and say, “no it’s empty” but 

science tells us it has to be full. Your glass of water is filled with life. That is why if they take your water and look at it under a powerful 

microscope they find creation in it. They look and they find a microscopic bug, and 

then they zoom-in more and they find a bug on top of the bug. Glory be to God! 

Because one of God’s attributes is al-Khaliq, the Creator. He is constantly Creating. So 

then the soul starts to teach us that this room is filled with angels and spiritual beings, 

and that is from faith. We can’t perceive them with our physical eyes, but there is a 

technology that God has placed in the hearts of all human beings which allow us to 

perceive this type of information. That technology is the hands of Saints. 

So faith is the exact opposite of anger, as we see on the diagram, because 

anger is the result of a lack of faith. When something happens that you don’t like and 

you get angry, it is because you are lacking in faith. If you had faith you would never 

get angry because you would see every event as originating with your Lord. So as we 

build our faith we begin to extinguish the anger inside of us like putting water onto a 

fire. So we begin to see that the Prophetic Star that was given to David is like a self-

help manual that tells us about ourselves. By using the star we can judge ourselves and 

our level of self-realization. Do we find ourselves to be ignorant? Then we need to seek 

out Heavenly knowledge and study about ourselves. Do we find ourselves to be quickly 

angered and stay angry? Then we need to build our faith. 

Then we come to the two poles of our reality. The bottom point of the lower 

star is “fire”, and you see that its opposite is the top point of the 

upper triangle, which is “moral excellence” because moral excellence is 

the exact opposite of lower desires. If we reach to that perfection that the Prophets 

and Saints are calling us towards, it means we have discipline, we have faith, then it opens the station of moral excellence and what they call 

the “third eye”. That is why the point of moral excellence is at the forehead on the diagram.  
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That opens the ability to see what people can’t see. We close our eyes in contemplation and start to use the spiritual vision and open the eye 

of the heart- the third eye which will be moving through that forehead. That is the reality behind the testimony of faith that Prophet (s) was 

teaching, when we say “I bear witness that there is no God but God.” To bear witness means to see, and Prophet (s) said “worship the Divine 

as if you are seeing Him.” You can’t see the Divine Presence with your physical eyes, so it means we must spiritual eyes through the 

achievement of moral excellence. 

So the station of moral excellence is the top of the upper triangle because it symbolizes the apex of our spiritual growth. It is the exact 

opposite of lower desires. It means that the more you reach towards moral excellence, the 

more you will extinguish the fire in your being, and instead of being a fiery and angry creation, 

the fire becomes the fire of love. Then that becomes the Hu Logo. This is the “face of God”, 

the secret of Hu through the perfection of the Holy Face, so when we look at it we see that the 

entire Sufi path is encapsulated in this image. You notice that the heart has replaced the 

downward triangle from the diagram of the star because as we leave that fiery energy of the 

material world and start to be dressed by the light of HuwaHu that is coming from the Prophet (s) 

and reflecting through Mawlana Shaykh, then the power of our heart becomes dominant over 

the lower desires. 

That heart is now a heart based off of love - it’s no longer a triangle and love of the material 

world. And you notice that the heart is engulfed in fire; means it is now burning with that love 

for the Divine Presence. That is from the reality of the Prophet Abraham (as), when he was going 

to be burned by the fires of Nimrod. 

“We said ‘O fire! Be thou cool, and (a means of) safety for Abraham!” (21:69) 

When we look to a fire we see it as something destructive, but when you in submission to the 

Divine, that fire becomes cool and peaceful. It means that at the state of perfection when the 

soul and our lower desire is locked, it becomes a star. And that is why it has six points and this is the secret of a star. 

Then people say, “well why don’t you draw it as a light?” Because the reality of a star is that it is a fire. The sun is a fire; it emits light, but its 

essence is fire. So something must be burning to create that light. And that is why all of the examples of the Prophets and the Messengers of 

the Divine is that they had tremendous difficulties in life.  
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It means that all of the difficulties that are being carried within the heart, if they are burned and processed through spiritual practices, that fire 

begins to produce a tremendous light.  It means that instead of having fire for the material world and being angry, you develop the perfection 

of character of bringing in your issues and keeping them to yourself. Not correcting anything or anyone, but correcting ourselves. 

Take all of our life issues and anything that happened to us and instead of exploding, bring them inside. But you can’t just internalize them and 

not doing anything about it; you have to process those negative energies with zikr and meditation. Then those issues become 

like a source of fuel for the soul to ascend. It means that you bring it inside and try not to explode because anger is like a volcanic eruption. It 

means that lava just pours on everything and destroys everything, but the way of the Prophets was to bring these issues inside and internalize 

them and turn it over to the Divine. You start to pray and meditate to the Divine, and have a dialogue: “O my Lord! It wasn’t fair what 

happened to me!” Start saying that “whatever life brought me I cannot deal with it, and I’m upset by it,” and cry to your Lord. 

So you can’t have light without fire. The fire is from the sins and difficulty of people. It means that you take on those sins, and it becomes 

like somebody throwing charcoal onto your fire. If your fire is small, it needs a fuel source. So what’s the fuel source for your fire? The sins and 

bad character of people. First you begin to process your own sins, constantly making the zikr of “astafirallah” – “I’m asking forgiveness, my 

Lord”. Then, God willing, we reach a point where our sins are not so great. Then what is going to feed the fire? Because at that time its like an 

engine – it wants to burn. Now it starts to take the sins from everyone else, like they’re shoveling coal into that fire and it’s burning hotter and 

hotter and hotter and giving off more light as a result. So that is why Saints are able to come into an area and take-on the sins and difficulties 

of people and give out light. Because they burn, they burn, they burn and they give in exchange, light. It means that the Divine is showing us 

the secret of a sun, of a star, is reflected in the Friends of God, the Saints -because we are a 

microcosm of the universe. As the Divine says in the Holy Qur’an: 

“We will show them our signs on the horizon and within 

themselves, until it will be manifest to them that it is the 

truth.” (41: 53) 

Then it is a training for us in which direction to go to resolve our issues. We cannot resolve things 

with our hands and beat on people. Instead, internalize it. Say, “Wow, I cannot deal with that. 

That was hard and it crushed me.” Then in that love and turning these issues over to the Divine 

that energy becomes like a rocket fuel for the soul and the soul is elevated.  
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And then God starts to teach in the meditation, “you deserve what happened to you.“   Take your beatings, take your lessons, take your 

examples – its bringing your physicality down! I’m trying to dress your soul, not pamper your physicality and make it to be crowned. I’m trying 

to crush your physicality and bring the reality of the soul out. I want your soul in my presence.” 

Then we start to think “why did this happen?” But the answer is what makes you any better than any of the Prophets? Didn’t they have 

difficulty? Weren’t they whipped and beaten? Didn’t people throw rocks at them and yell at them and throw all sorts of abuse onto them? So 

what’s wrong with a little bit of difficulty? Because none of us are dealing with the level of difficulty that Prophets had to deal with, so then we 

constantly turn things over to the Divine, and then the intuition comes back that it’s not that bad. Wasn’t it a little bit of cleansing? Didn’t it 

bring out some issues that we weren’t aware of? Then the teaching is that this brings out the perfection of character. As soon as something 

happens, contemplate about it and find an issue in yourself that may have caused it to happen, and then you can use it to resolve a character 

defect. 

Saints have the knowledge of who we are and what our character defects are. Once you’re in their association, their prayer for you is that that 

testing starts and that cleansing starts. They pray that, “My Lord, this person is asking to ascend! Let their testing begin.” Then the Divine will 

say, “I know what is inside of them and I know that which they don’t know about themselves. Bring it out!” If you don’t bring it out, that 

sickness stays and you are buried with it. At that time you will have to deal with it; at that time they say it is 70,000 times more difficult than 

dealing with it now. So instead of facing that cleansing in the grave, the spiritual mentor begins to make that prayer and to bring out that 

badness within ourselves. 

Most of the testing is within the association, because it’s more real when it comes from the people you love. The Shaykh’s prayers are moving, 

and they’re going to bring out all of that sickness with their prayers. So the real Enneagram are the spiritual mentors who are praying for the 

real character defect to come out. Not the one that you think you have, but the one you weren’t aware of having and how much difficulty it is 

bringing onto your soul. 

That brings out all of these character defects, and God willing, with their prayers and their guidance we will find ourselves reaching the station 

of moral excellence and the perfection of the star. It means that we will have reached the reality of the Star. When we leave ignorance and 

seek wisdom; when we extinguish anger with faith, when we come against the fire of materialism and lower desires by reaching towards moral 

excellence, then it means that we have left our Hellboy reality behind. That negativity within us has died, and we can now be dressed from the 

reality of the Holy Face. So when we look to the shirt, we see “Hu” written in Arabic over the heart. That “Hu” is the face of the Divine 

Presence { Not God nothing is like unto him}. If you look you will see two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, and below that the tongue is red and 
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becomes the heart. It means that your heart is in submission, now you may speak with Heavenly authority and what you say will bring 

blessings to people. 

So when the heart has been perfected with the reality of the star, then you become a source of light that is able to spread light to people. It 

means that you become a true servant of the Divine because you have perfected yourself and can now serve other people. At that time you 

will have reached the ocean of God’s love, and God says: 

“..When I love (my servant) I am his hearing with which he hears, his seeing with which he sees, his hand 

with which he performs Tassaruf…” (Hadith Qudsi) 

It means that the Divine will be your seeing, and with that vision you will see the Holy Face of the Divine. Then you will go from imitation to 

reality. You enter as Hellboy, then the Saints dress you from their reality and the reflection of the Holy Face until you reach perfection and are 

granted that spiritual vision which can see realities beyond time and space. That vision is what all Saints and mystics prayed for. They weren’t 

interested in Paradise, and they weren’t afraid of Hell. All they wanted was to see the Holy Face. Those Saints were known in the time of the 

Prophet David: 

"He will receive blessing from the Lord, and vindication from the God of his salvation. Such is the generation of those who seek him, 

who seek the face of the God of Jacob" (Psalm 24:5-6) 

“And keep yourself content with those who call on their Lord in the morning and the evening, seeking His face, and let not your eyes 

pass beyond them, desiring adornments of the worldly life, and do not obey one whose heart We have made heedless of Our Dhikr and 

who follows his desire “  (Quran 18:28) 

“Follow the way of those who turn to Me.” (Quran 31:15) 

Those that seek the Holy Face of the Divine are the Saints. All praise be to God that we have been destined to follow one of the very best from 

amongst them: the Sultan of Saints, Mawlana Shaykh Nazim al-Haqqani, and his representatives, Mawlana Shaykh Hisham Kabbani and Shaykh 

Adnan Kabbani, may God grant them long life and raise their spiritual station higher and higher! When we follow their way and their guidance, 

they will lift us to the Divine Presence to be dressed with the reflection of the Divine essence. 

“Everything will perish except His Divine Face.” (28:88) 


